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We are gathered together near the end of Eastertide. There is one more week with a resurrection story
before we share the story of Christ’s ascension to the right hand of God. For this week and next week,
we remain in a place where we ask what the resurrection means for us.

While we will be in the gospel of Luke next Sunday, this Sunday we are spending time in some of the
most difficult resurrection stories. The Gospel of Mark’s resurrection stories are problematic for two
reasons. First, there’s the fact that Mark is considered the oldest gospel of the four canonical gospels.
While you might think that would mean the stories are easier to interpret as the story they share was
recorded closest to the actual events, there’s a distinct problem. Mark has two endings.

The oldest versions of this gospel that we have today end at the eighth verse, but we have manuscripts
from very early in church history that continue through the eighteenth verse. Complicating things
further, there are translations which actually translate the ninth verse twice, depending on whether you
are reading one version or another. Depending on what version you read and where you believe Mark
ended, half of the scriptures we read this morning may have more authentic “weight” than the other
half.

The second problem is that the longer ending of Mark is problematic. Few scholars and readers are
concerned with references to Jesus being seen by Mary, the disciples on the road to Emmaus, or even
the stories of Jesus appearing to the eleven as they ate a meal. Few take offense at the reference to
disciples struggling to believe in the resurrection as other gospels tell of the difficulty that the disciples
had on Easter morning, including the figure of “doubting Thomas.”

The challenge becomes with how portions of these texts are interpreted. Most Christians who read the
Book of Acts know that Paul survived a venomous snake’s bite that he received in Acts 28 while
collecting wood while shipwrecked. For many of us, there is a moment of gratitude that Paul survived
such an encounter by the grace of God. While Paul’s letters may rub some of us the wrong way on
occasion, few people would want the early church leader to die in such a pointless manner.

The whole concept of surviving a venomous snake’s bite changes rapidly when we read verse 18 (Mark
16:18, CEB): “They will pick up snakes with their hands. If they drink anything poisonous, it will not hurt
them. They will place their hands on the sick, and they will get well.” I personally have found my faith to
be instrumental to my life and I have trusted God with my life on several occasions, but even as a
minister I do not believe that holding a venomous snake is a good idea.

I wanted to put this in a humorous way, so we just read Matthew 4:5-7. I often tell the same story about
that passage over and over, so if you want to hear one of the stupidest things I did as a teenager while
trying to understand the Bible for the first time, feel free to ask me about it over coffee after church or
whenever you catch me in the office or around town. I am not going to tell that story today.

Instead, I have another silly story from my first year of ministry. I share it with the hope that it will allow
us to touch and explore what is potentially a scary piece of the scriptures with a grin and smile.



One of the first things I realized upon entering ministry at the Canisteo United Methodist Church was
that the church was a bit different in a fun way. People joked about having a baby minister after years of
being served by people nearing their retirement. People had fun trying to sneak our child cookies when
we weren’t paying attention, which made us nervous but apparently did my eldest no lasting harm.
People liked trying to convince me that their food was the best food. All in all, it was pretty amazing,
until my first United Methodist Men’s Group meeting.

They shared a meal every month. Do you remember the part of the eighteenth verse that talked about
drinking poisonous drinks? Well, I’ve always felt that those words say drinking but mean eating or
drinking. For most of that first meeting, I was pretty confident in what was coming to the table. I sat and
listened to the men of the church talk about their projects, which mostly involved fixing small problems
and competing over who had the best fishing story. It was all pretty harmless and I like spaghetti and
meatballs.

Then it happened. Do you remember that verse from Matthew about not testing God? Friends, I like
green food. I love cabbage, enjoy salad, love roasted green beans, and can’t get enough of anything
pickled from cucumbers to string beans. I like green food.

The color of the jello that came out of that kitchen terrified me on a deep and fundamental level. It was
unlike anything I had ever seen before and, yes, I had enjoyed lime jello before, but this appeared to be
slightly glowing under the fellowship hall lights. What’s worse is that it appeared to have these oddly
plump raisins in the middle. I learned that they were normal raisins that were partially rehydrated in
water in the microwave. The result was a soft skin with some very strange texture. Then the whitish
yellow cream was put on top and the men of the church gave me a big dollop. I learned afterward that it
was mayonnaise.

I am not exaggerating about any of this by the way. I know as a minister I have the tendency to gild the
lily on occasion, but this is truly not the case here. The color was deeply frightening, the raisins bizarre,
and I really wondered about the sanity of the person who thought it was a great idea to put mayo on
jello for the first time. Everyone at the table was staring at me with a grin on their face. I thought they
were pranking me as a new minister's hazing ritual until they started to eat it.

I kid you not when I tell you that I could almost hear those verses about not testing God as I looked that
jello in what I assumed was the eyes. Why eyes? Why not? If you’re going to have half-microwaved
raisins, who is to say they are not eyes? I looked at it, thought that they surely wouldn’t try to poison
their brand new minister before they even had a chance to break him in, and ate the jello. I wish I could
say it was pleasant, but it was not. Halfway through the men at the table realized that I was struggling.
At the end, they were hysterically laughing. When I left the church, what did that men’s group give me in
an envelope? The recipe for the jello. Green jello came out at almost every meal as their own private
joke. I told them when I left that I would never forget the jello because it was too good of a sermon
illustration. They were funny people and I still smile about it to this day.

Why do I say this? For me, eating that green jello is as close as I ever intend to get to drinking
something I know could harm me for the sake of my faith. Why? I would never eat or drink anything
needlessly risky for religious reasons because of the teaching of Christ we read in Matthew.



Why would you intentionally put God to the test in this way? What would be the benefit? I joke about
the green jello as much today as I did way back when I was a minister in Canisteo because the jello
was harmless. Was it my cup of tea? No, definitely not. Was I willing to try it in order to experience
something harmless that my church members truly enjoyed? Sure, because it is harmless.

I have seen and done many things over the years that have required a lot of faith. I have prayed with
sick individuals and I have felt something I cannot explain. I have watched them get better as a result of
that moment of prayer and the intercession of the Holy Spirit. I have prayed my way through scary
moments during street ministry in college and I have stood tall even as I realized that I just might be
hurt for my faith if that angry person really does have something in their pocket. I have even humbled
myself to ask for help when life became unmanageable and realized that a caring neighbor was holding
one hand while the Holy Spirit was holding my other hand. I have experienced a ton of powerful
experiences that I cannot describe in any way but miraculous.

I still have never felt the slightest inkling of a desire to hold a venomous snake or to drink poison to
prove a point. Why? It is unnecessary and Jesus taught us that we shouldn’t test God in such ways. If
this teaching early in Matthew is not enough, I stop to remember what comes later in that gospel. Later
in Matthew, several times religious leaders turn to Jesus and demand a sign. Jesus refuses them any
sign other than what God is doing through His life.1 Jesus was not a fan of testing God and was not
willing to give people a sign simply to make things easier. If Jesus did not feel the need to do such
things, why should I feel the need to prove my faith through such strange, odd, and dangerous
behaviors? 1 John 2:6 teaches me that I should live like Jesus if I claim to live in Jesus. Jesus did not
go out of his way to do things like drink poison or play with venomous animals, so I won’t either.

So, perhaps you are wondering what we should do with this strange gospel’s ending? If you have a
history with one of the groups who have believed in snake-handling in worship, perhaps you already
have what you need for today. Perhaps it is simply good to hear from the pulpit that faithfulness may
require green jello at times, but rarely and hopefully never will require handling the venomous eastern
green mamba.

Friends, I don’t think you should do things that are needlessly risky, but let’s look for a moment at what
we might have in common with the writers of these words. Like us, they lived in a frightening world that
was often confusing, overwhelming, and uncertain. We might fear a stock market crash, they might
have feared a Roman crackdown, but we each know what it means to live with a bit of anxiety. They
might have feared a famine, we might worry about the increasing cost of living, but we each know what
it means to sometimes wonder if God can provide. The people who first shared these words and lived
out this life of faith were people with real concerns, worries, and challenges. We hold that in common.

In the midst of an uncertain world, they found faith by seeing God at work in their lives. People like Paul
survived venomous bites and the people rejoiced. Early communities shared the stories of apostles and
missionaries who carried the good news to places well outside of their comfort zone. Some of the
apostles traveled truly remarkable distances in every direction to every sort of culture. I was worried
about green jello, but can you imagine hearing about something as wild as curry after living a lifetime
eating local fish and bread? Perhaps the early church members knew those who drank poisonous
things and perhaps it was cultural misunderstanding.

1 Especially in Matthew 12 and Matthew 16



Regardless, we know that the people of God found hope through simple acts like surviving something
that was terrifying, drinking something that should have led to the end of things, or even praying over a
sick friend who seemed without hope but found healing. If they found hope in these things, then where
do we find hope as we walk down our section of life’s road?

Is hope found in living a life where you are empowered to speak hope into a life of someone who thinks
all is lost? Is faith found in choosing to be faithful even as the people around you lose their way? Is love
found in that heart-warming assurance that God is with you even in the darkest of moments? As a
Christian, I may not pick up snakes or drink poisonous drinks, but I can tell you that I absolutely see
God clearly in the lives of people who choose to love, choose to forgive, and who listen for God. While I
have experienced God working powerfully in my prayers on occasion, I will honestly say that I know
God is alive and active when community is built, where joy breaks through cynicism, and where the
Spirit blossoms after the “cold days of winter” have passed.

Do you know one place where I absolutely stand in solidarity with the writers of Mark’s gospel? I
absolutely believe that Jesus Christ rose from the grave and brought hope to a broken world. These
resurrection stories are more than just the stories of one season. They inspire me to realize that death
is not the end, even if I choose to never court it with a venomous snake, a poisonous drink, or even by
reaching for the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil that Adam bit long ago.

In a moment we are going to pray, but let me invite you to take a moment and think about where you
are called to find faith today. As far as I know, we are not serving green jello at coffee hour, but many of
us will have moments today where we can choose to have faith. Where are you called to have faith?
How would you see the challenges in front of you? Will you believe? Will you trust?


